The Relevance of Reconciliation Actions
in the Breakdown of Israeli–Palestinian
Negotiations, 20001
by Louis Kriesberg
The breakdown of Israeli–Palestinian negotiations toward a final status agreement
and the subsequent eruption of violence stunned many partisans of the conflict as
well as intermediaries and observers. Although some partisans on each side had
argued from the outset that successful negotiations were impossible, leaders of the
Palestinians and the Israelis had negotiated directly for several years as if they were
possible. The Israeli–Palestinian conflict had become partially transformed but
perhaps insufficiently so to support a negotiated agreement acceptable to both
sides. The possible role of what might be regarded as reconciliation actions in that
partial transformation of the conflict is examined here. The negotiation and
mediation processes prior to the breakdown are reviewed, and then different
views of the impact of reconciliation actions, or their absence, are assessed.

For a decade, beginning with the Madrid Peace Conference in October 1991,
Israeli–Palestinian peace negotiations have taken place. The course of the
negotiations has been torturous, with steps of progress marked by recurrent
stumbles, backsliding, noncompliance with agreements, and deadly violence.
Explanations for the difficulties abound, and observers as well as partisans
dispute the correct explanation. I examine here the possible effects of reconciliation moves, or the lack of them, in explaining the collapse of the negotiations and the subsequent violence beginning in September 2000.2
Reconciliation often is considered to be what happens after a conflict is
over. An outcome may be unilaterally imposed, and then reconciliation may
follow, as was the case between Germany and the victorious countries of World
War II. Very often, however, conflicts may become transformed so that they are
conducted constructively, and in that context an agreed-upon accommodation
may be established.3 In South Africa, for example, the bitter struggle over the
apartheid system was transformed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and the
peoples of that country negotiated a new accommodation. Reconciliation was
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part of that transformation and was integral to the accommodation and
ongoing relations among the peoples of South Africa.
Many different views can be put forward about how steps toward
reconciliation between Israelis and Palestinians affected the initiation and
conduct of negotiations and also their breakdown and accompanying eruption
of violence. Clearly, the leaders of each side did not present themselves as doing
reconciliation work, nor did they view the other side as doing so. Nevertheless,
they took some actions that may be considered acts of reconciliation. Some
analysts and partisans might argue that the failure to take greater reconciliation
actions contributed to the breakdown. Other observers may argue that the
reconciliation steps that were made encouraged members of one or both sides
to raise their expectations and demands. Other partisans and analysts may
argue that the reconciliation actions contributed to misunderstandings by
members of one or both sides about the peace terms that the other side would
accept. Still others may argue that the few reconciliation moves taken were
inadequate or were implemented poorly. Finally, still others may argue that the
reconciliation actions were largely irrelevant—that the leaders of one or both
sides never intended to reach a mutually acceptable agreement.
Before considering the way reconciliation actions may have affected the
Israeli–Palestinian negotiations, I will mention a few of the major Israeli–
Palestinian efforts to reach an accommodation, many of which are listed in
Table 1. The most transforming set of events were the back-channel negotiations conducted near Oslo between Palestinian and Israeli representatives,
culminating with their official mutual recognition and the signing of a
Declaration of Principles (DOP) in September 1993.4
In accord with the DOP, interim agreements subsequently were signed but
were executed slowly and only incompletely. Negotiations for the final status
agreement began in earnest only in 1999, but they quickly stalemated. In July
2000, the two parties made an extreme effort to reach a final agreement in
negotiations at Camp David II, mediated by President Bill Clinton. They confronted issues that previously had been left aside for later negotiations: Palestinian refugees, Jerusalem, borders, and Jewish settlements. Gaps in positions
seemed to be narrowed but not closed, and they reached no agreement.
The Camp David II negotiation and mediation efforts were undertaken
and were conducted under severe pressures. Prime Minister Ehud Barak’s
governing coalition was crumbling, partly due his failure to engage other
political leaders and the Israeli electorate to formulate and to pursue policies for
negotiating a peace agreement with the Palestinians. He believed that if the
Palestinians were offered major concessions, they would agree to a final end of
their conflict with the Israelis, thus enabling him to win acceptance from the
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Table 1: Events in Israeli–Palestinian Conflict Transformation, 1974–2001
November, 1974
April, 1976
September, 1978
February, 1985
December, 1987
July, 1988
December, 1988
October, 1991
January, 1993
September, 1993

May, 1994
August, 1994

October, 1994
September, 1995

October, 1998
September, 1999

July, 2000
September, 2000
February, 2001

The Arab states at Rabat declare that the PLO is the
sole representative of the Palestinian people
Palestinian nationalists win municipal elections on
West Bank
A Framework for Peace in the Middle East signed at
Camp David
Jordanian–PLO accord on negotiations with Israel
Intifada I (Palestinian uprising) begins
King Hussein announces Jordan’s disengagement
from the West Bank
US and PLO enter into direct communications
Middle East Peace Conference in Madrid
Start of secret meetings in Oslo, Norway, between
PLO officials and unofficial Israeli representatives
The PLO and the Israeli government sign the
Declaration of Principles; Arafat and Rabin shake
hands
Cairo Agreement for self rule in Gaza and Jericho
PLO and Israeli government sign Preparatory
Transfer of Powers and Responsibilities in the West
Bank
Israeli–Jordanian peace treaty signed
Israel and PLO sign interim agreement to transfer
control of major Palestinian populated areas in the
occupied territories
Wye River Memorandum signed by Netanyahu
and Arafat
Barak and Arafat agree to revision of Wye
Memorandum and its implementation and to
resume Permanent Status negotiations in an
accelerated manner
Camp David II negotiations between Israeli and
Palestinian delegations, mediated by Clinton
Intifada II begins
Sharon elected Prime Minister of Israel

Israeli electorate. The approaching end of President Clinton’s term of office
constituted another deadline. President Yasser Arafat was reluctant to undertake final-status negotiations at Camp David II but felt he could not refuse an
invitation from President Clinton. In addition, he faced growing discontent
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from Palestinians about the failure to make substantial progress toward their
goals. The pressures were enough to go to Camp David II, but the inducements
were not great enough to accept the proposed package.5
With no agreement forthcoming, the leaders of the Israeli government and
the Palestinian Authority (PA) faced an upsurge in the already rising opposition
from their constituencies. Many Palestinians, particularly in Arab countries,
consistently had rejected the possibility of negotiating an accommodation
acceptable to Zionist Israelis. Many other Palestinians, however, had come to
support the idea of a two state solution, of a Palestinian state existing alongside
Israel. Initially, they enthusiastically supported the DOP and the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) leadership that had negotiated it.
After the early euphoria upon establishing the PA, the realities were disappointing. By July 1995, even as they were anticipating the extension of PA
control over Palestinian population centers in the West Bank and Gaza,
Palestinians were wary. A survey of Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank
found that 56 percent supported that proposed redeployment but that only 31
percent positively evaluated the PA’s management of the negotiations and that
81 percent did not trust Israeli intentions regarding the peace process.6 Over
time, many Palestinians felt that their economic conditions did not improve and
even worsened for some, while Palestinians who came with the PLO leadership
from Tunis seemed to prosper. Palestinians experienced the continuing
expansion of flourishing Jewish settlements in the West Bank. They felt that
Israeli authorities persisted in humiliating them by implementing policies to
control and contain them.
Many Israeli Jews, on the other hand, felt that terrorist attacks periodically
erupted and were not prevented or punished adequately by the PA. They
understood that the PA had much larger and better-armed security forces than
had been allowed in the signed agreements. They were concerned that new
school texts and other materials depicted Israeli Jews in hate-evoking ways.7
The failure to reach an agreement at Camp David II, when most Israelis
thought Israel’s government had made unprecedented, even excessive, concessions, undermined their faith that the Palestinians were willing to make an
accommodation on any terms that would be acceptable to them.8
Some people on each side had said that war would erupt if no agreement
were reached. Participants exchanged warnings of a Palestinian declaration of
independence and of Israeli responses to such a declaration. Each side prepared
for war and by the logic of conflict escalation; each side’s preparations to counter
the other side’s preparations justified its own. The catalyst for the eruption was
the September 28, 2000, visit by Ariel Sharon with armed police escorts to the
Haram al-Sharif, or Temple Mount.9 A Palestinian riot followed that met a
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deadly Israeli police reaction. The subsequent violence spread quickly and escalated. Palestinian resistance took the form of stone-throwing confrontations
and gunfire, without any clear condemnation of the violence by the PA.10 This
quickly became designated as another intifada.11 Indeed, Palestinians who had
been jailed for violence against Jews were released, and more rejectionist Palestinian groups such as Hamas conducted suicide bombings. Palestinian confrontations and attacks often targeted Jewish settlements in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip, while suicide bombings initially claimed by Hamas and Islamic
Jihad were extended into cities within the 1967 Israeli borders.
The Israeli government conducted air strikes on Palestinian targets and
imposed closure on the Palestinians, denying them employment in Israel and
the ability to move from one population center to another. Nevertheless, episodes of Israeli–Palestinian negotiations continued into January 2001. The
Israeli electorate repudiated Barak’s leadership and on February 6, 2001,
elected Ariel Sharon of the Likud party as prime minister.
Sharon formed a broad political coalition that included the Labor party; he
ended negotiations with the PA, and the violence continued with subsequent
severe escalations. The violence escalated with spreading Palestinian use of
suicide bombings against civilian as well as military targets throughout Israel
and in the West Bank and Gaza and with the Israeli military forces conducting
assassinations of Palestinian militia leaders, including some associated with
Tanzim, Hamas, and Islamic Jihad.
In March 2001, a national survey of Israeli public opinion found that 71
percent of the Jewish respondents favored the policy of closure and encirclement of Palestinian towns and villages and 72 percent favored increased military force.12 About three-quarters of the Jewish public felt that the PA did not
desire peace with Israel, and 72 percent believed that the majority of the
Palestinians did not accept the existence of Israel and would destroy it if they
could. Many of the Israeli Jews who had been committed to the peace process
felt betrayed by the Palestinian conduct and believed that they had been
mistaken in their previous hopes.
Understanding what went wrong may help determine what actions might
overcome the legacies of such violence and the pervasive mutual mistrust, fear,
and anger so that negotiations might be renewed fruitfully.
THE VARIETIES OF RECONCILIATION
Before considering the impact of reconciliation actions on the developments
summarized, I should explain what I mean by reconciliation, since the term is
used increasingly in diverse senses. I adopt a broad meaning, emphasizing four
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dimensions of reconciliation, pertaining to shared truths, justice, mutual regard,
and mutual security. These dimensions in some ways reinforce each other, but
in other ways, at given times, they are contradictory.13 Furthermore, they vary
in relative primacy in different kinds of relationships and over time as a conflict
de-escalates and is transformed.
Reconciliation in each of these dimensions also varies in terms of the
persons and groups in the reconciliation process. They may be official leaders
of different communities representing their constituencies or they may be private individuals or groups. They may be acting unilaterally or cooperatively and
by negotiated agreement or tacit understandings.
Shared Truths
Sharing truths is an important part of reconciliation since antagonists in a
conflict or in an oppressive relationship typically have different experiences,
narratives, and understandings. Many people on each side generally blame their
presumed antagonists for the injuries they have suffered; their beliefs can justify
hostility and even vengeance. Furthermore, the truth about misdeeds often is
known among the members of the victims’ side but is hidden and denied by
persons on the perpetrators’ side. This discrepancy produces resentments that
fuel destructive conflicts.
Truths, as they relate to reconciliation, refer especially to the development
of shared beliefs about what happened in the past and what is happening
currently between adversaries. The comprehensiveness of the truths tends to
vary in different stages and contexts of reconciliation. The truths also vary in
how widely they are shared; sometimes only small groups within the opposing
sides know certain truths. For the truths to be widely shared, official statements
do not suffice. Newspapers, novels, songs, films, textbooks, sermons, and other
media of popular communication must convey the information about what
had happened that needs to be overcome. The development of widely shared
truths in a society takes time—often decades and even generations in some
instances.
Justice
Some people stress the attainment of justice as the primary component of
reconciliation. After all, feeling that they are suffering injustices often drives
partisans engaged in a conflict. Reducing the sense of injustice then is essential
to transforming or to ending many conflicts. Adversaries, however, are not
likely to agree about who is acting unjustly against whom.
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Justice varies in several significant ways. It often encompasses punishing
those who have inflicted injuries, where individuals or the collectivities they are
considered to represent are punished. Justice may include compensation and
restitution to individuals and collectivities for the losses they suffered. It often
also refers to correcting the unjust structural conditions, so they do not persist
or recur in the future; this may include ending discriminatory and other
oppressive conditions. However, such policies can result in collective punishment or discrimination against the previously oppressive social strata or
collectivities and hence can be the basis for backlashes and a new conflict.
Mutual Regard
I use regard broadly for the third dimension of reconciliation. Minimally, it
includes reducing negative stereotypes, recognizing the humanity and collective
identity of the other people, and treating others respectfully. More profound
expressions of regard or respect are emphasized in many discussions of
reconciliation, including offering apologies and expressing forgiveness.14
Members of one side, feeling remorse about the harms done to members of
another side, acknowledge the wrongs they or their people committed.
Members of the other side, to lessen the burden of feeling anger, hatred, or
resentment, may forgive at least some people of the injury-inflicting side.
These sentiments of regard are manifested varyingly in speech, acts of
compensation, or other ways. Regard also varies in the extent to which it is
shared. The sense of remorse for injuries inflicted and the readiness of the
injured to offer forgiveness may be possessed by only a few people or by almost
everyone in one or more parties to a conflict. The few people may be leaders
acting as representatives of their constituencies or they may be grass-roots
citizens acting on their own sentiments. The degree to which the leaders
actually represent the will of their constituents varies considerably, owing to the
often controversial nature of official forgiveness.15
Mutual Security
Finally, the fourth dimension of reconciliation is security. At the minimal end of
the continuum, members of the formerly antagonistic entities believe they are
safe from physical injury by the other side, similar to the concept of negative
peace.16 Greater security entails the absence of structural violence and the
attainment of positive peace. Even greater security incorporates a higher level of
well being for individuals and for collectivities. This kind of security may be
assured by constitutional provisions and by changes in the policies and
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composition of government agencies, such as police and military forces. At the
higher levels of security, members of the formerly antagonistic parties would
live in cooperation and in a considerable degree of harmony.
ISRAELI AND PALESTINIAN RECONCILIATION ACTIONS
Reconciliation moves by Palestinians and Israelis have been quite limited, but
some actions can be discerned. First, I review them as they pertain to mutual
security, justice, mutual regard, and mutual truths. Then I assess their contribution to inhibiting or perhaps to fostering the violent disruption of what had
seemed to be progress toward a mutually acceptable accommodation between
Palestinians and Jewish Israelis.
Mutual Security
Being assured of security is a very high priority for Israeli Jews. Some early
Palestinian actions may be regarded as enhancing Israelis’ sense of security,
including the statement made by Arafat in December 1988. He referred to the
PLO’s earlier acceptance of Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338 and also
of the 1947 General Assembly Resolution 181, calling for the partition of
Palestine. He also said, ‘‘We totally and absolutely renounce all forms of terrorism, including individual, group, and state terrorism.’’17 The United States
government accepted the statement as adequate to enter a substantive dialogue
with Palestinian representatives. Israelis, however, generally did not find such
statements, made to satisfy the United States, to be convincing.
Later private discussions were sufficient for Israeli officials to negotiate and
to conclude the DOP. Subsequent agreements negotiated between the PLO and
the Israeli government provided for concrete measures to prevent terrorist
attacks upon Israeli targets. These measures included close cooperation
between Palestinian and Israeli security forces.
For the Palestinians, security entails having physical safety from intimidation and from harassment by Israeli police and officials. Israelis, however, did
not take clear reconciliatory actions in these matters. Rather, Israeli policies to
increase Israel’s security often reduced Palestinian individual and collective
security, as with recourse to collective punishments and closures of Palestinian
towns and territories. Palestinian security concerns also relate to their social and
economic well being and, after the signing of the DOP, Israeli officials did
encourage and support economic investments in the territories coming under the
PA jurisdiction.18 These actions were limited, however, and Israel also imposed
restrictions that hampered Palestinian economic development. For example,
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trade had to pass through Israeli channels, and there were delays in opening a
Palestinian airport in Gaza.19 Furthermore, land confiscations for the construction of Jewish settlements and bypass roads inflicted economic hardships.
Following the DOP, official and nonofficial actors from around the world
began many peacemaking efforts. These undertakings included economic
development ventures in the Palestinian territories under the jurisdiction of the
PA. They also included a variety of people-to-people dialogue programs. For
example, the architects of the 1995 Interim, or Oslo II, Agreement informally
asked the Fafo Institute for Applied Social Science, based in Norway, to develop
and to implement the People-to-People-Program referred to in the agreement.20
With funding from Norway and from the Andrea and Charles Bronfman
Philanthropist Foundation and under the direction of an official and a nongovernmental body, by the spring of 2000 the program had supported
approximately 130 nongovernmental cooperative projects.
Justice
Attaining greater justice is of the highest priority for the Palestinians. Justice
incorporates gaining control of their land by ending Israeli occupation (beyond
the 1967 armistice lines). Justice also would include the right of return of
Palestinian refugees to where they or their progenitors had lived previously. For
many Palestinians, justice would require Israeli acknowledgement of the
injustice they had inflicted and compensation that would be costly to the
Israelis. The DOP and the subsequent interim agreements provided some
redress but not in regard to claims about refugees.21
For many Israeli Jews, the need for justice includes Palestinian and Arab
acceptance of the establishment of a Jewish state on that portion of the land
upon which they live, and Arab and Palestinian assurances of that kind had
been ambiguous. Arafat’s rejection of Barak’s peace proposal offered at Camp
David II and the initiation of an armed Intifada seemed to confirm their darkest
fears regarding Palestinian and Arab intentions. Furthermore, many Jews
viewed the Palestinian armed struggle that included attacks on civilians and
even on Jews outside of Israel as morally reprehensible. An acknowledgment of
such wrongs might be a convincing indication that they would not recur.
Particular notice also should be given to the efforts of peace movement
organizations in Israel. Such movements emerged particularly strongly in the
late 1970s, and their popular support has varied greatly; they also differ in
purpose and methods. Some have organized large public demonstrations to
pressure the Israeli government to strive for agreements with Palestinians; such
demonstrations also were intended to influence the general public. In addition
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many such organizations provided dialogue settings and other channels for
meeting and working with Palestinians so as to influence Palestinian and Israeli
publics.22
Various nonofficial organizations, some of which were staffed by Palestinians and Israelis, worked to develop detailed solutions to various contentious
issues in making peace. Thus, many working groups and discussions about the
future status of Jerusalem took place under the auspices of the Israel/Palestine
Center for Research and Information, the Orient House, the Truman Institute,
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the Palestine–Israel Journal, and
other organizations.
Mutual Regard
The regard each party gives the other is also a highly important dimension of
reconciliation for both Palestinians and Jews. The desired regard refers to
collective recognition and acceptance as a people and also to individual respect.
Although people from each side often object to the absence of such regard,
some actions may be seen as demonstrating acceptance and respect. The most
significant and seemingly transforming recognition of each other was manifested in the agreement reached in Oslo, Norway. The mutual recognition,
however, may be regarded as asymmetrical, being between the PLO as the
representative of the Palestinian people and the State of Israel; therefore, the
recognition of the PLO might not be seen as recognition of the Palestinian
people and their rights.23
The recognition that did occur resulted from a gradual process of change
among both Palestinians and Israelis. Although Israeli Jews remained committed to Zionism, maintaining Israel as a Jewish state and also as a democracy
had been increasingly seen as problematic if Palestinian Arabs were incorporated into a greater Israel. Partition has been increasingly regarded as a way of
resolving that dilemma and also as a way of gaining security.24
A variety of reconciliation actions possibly expressing respectful regard of
each other by Israeli Jews and by Palestinian Arabs may be identified at the
grass-roots and mid-level of elites. For example, they established interfaith and
other kinds of dialogue groups. Several peace movement organizations also
conducted dialogue meetings and joint actions in support of peace agreements
and opposition to Israeli settler and government policies in the occupied territories. In addition, Herbert Kelman and others organized many interactive
problem-solving workshops, engaging mid-level Israeli and Palestinian elites.25
Nevertheless, the Palestinians generally have experienced the Israeli
occupation as humiliating; their movements in and out of Palestinian areas and
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often among Palestinian towns were subjected to Israeli military and police
control. The establishment of the PA greatly reduced that humiliation for many
Palestinians. However, the creation of the PA did not end all such conditions,
and some Palestinians regarded Israeli pressure for PA cooperation in assuring
security for Israelis as humiliating.
Significantly, President Arafat was never invited for an official visit to
Israel, and no Israeli prime minister officially visited Palestinian territory. The
meetings that have occurred were held in other countries or near a military
check post, without Middle Eastern host-guest rituals.26
After the signing of the DOP, Palestinian leaders made some gestures of
regard, such as the condolence visit that Arafat made to Leah Rabin following
the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin in November 1995.
Shared Truths
There has been little truth telling or truth sharing by members of one side about
the injuries suffered by people on the other side for which they had significant
responsibility. Rather, members of each side usually point to how they have
been injured and victimized by people from the other camp.
Members of each side are quite aware of the atrocities committed by
persons in the other camp—persons they regard as terrorists, assassins, and
violators of human rights. Members on each side are less familiar with such
conduct when done by their people; indeed, in certain cases, they honor them
for their heroism. This is a classic pattern in protracted conflicts. Attribution
theory helps explain such processes.27 People tend to attribute undesired
behavior by their adversaries to internal characteristics and their own unattractive behavior as compelled by circumstances.
The official Israeli account of Jewish–Arab relations in Palestine/Israel
stresses Israeli efforts to find an accommodation with Palestinians while the
Palestinians rejected such efforts.28 Israeli accounts give little attention to
Palestinian views that Palestine was the home of Palestinians living and
working on farms and in cities before the Jewish immigration in the 19th and
20th centuries.
Nevertheless, some significant reconciliatory truth-telling actions have
been made. Jewish analysts and scholars increasingly have published work that
undercut previous Israeli views, such as Benny Morris’ account that during the
1948–1949 war, Palestinians who fled were following the instructions of Arab
governments to temporarily leave areas into which Israeli military forces were
moving. Morris’ work, however, has not been presented or viewed as contributing to reconciliation.29
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In 1994 the Israeli Ministry of Education began work to develop new
textbooks for Israeli school children that would recognize previously denied
realities for Palestinians.30 The project continued under the Benyamin Netanyahu administration, and after the Labor party regained power new textbooks
became available beginning in September 1999. The Knesset later overruled this.
Palestinians generally have not acknowledged truths that are important to
the Jews of Israel. These include the significance for Jews of Jerusalem and other
religious sites throughout Palestine and Israel, as well as the continuous presence of Jews in that territory. They also include the violence and suffering the
Jews experienced from Palestinians before and after the establishment of the
State of Israel. Palestinians generally view their resistance against occupation as
legitimate, and some Jews acknowledge that, if only privately.31
EFFECTS OF RECONCILIATION ACTIONS
The primary question here is this: What effects did the few reconciliation
actions that were taken have on the deterioration of Palestinian–Israeli negotiations and the subsequent violence? The answer is based on a general
approach to understanding the course of destructive and constructive conflicts.
Conflicts arise when parties form collective identities distinguishing themselves
from others; when one or more parties have a grievance; when they formulate a
goal to change another party so as to reduce their grievance; and when they
think they can induce the other party to change in the desired direction. The
degree to which a conflict is constructive or destructive is shaped greatly by
the nature of the identities fashioned, the grievances felt, the goals set, and the
methods for struggle chosen.32 This is set forth in Table 2.
Thus, in conflicts between communal groups, identities framed in ethnonationalist terms are more likely to engender relatively destructive conflicts than
are identities framed in terms of civic nationalism.33 Grievances arising from
existential threats are more likely to foster relatively destructive conflicts than
are those about the allocation of divisible resources. Thus too, insofar as
adversaries formulate goals so that what they seek must come at the expense of
the other side, the conflict will tend to be destructive. Finally, when people in
one or more sides believe that extreme violence is the most effective method to
secure their goals, the conflict tends to be relatively destructive.
Many actions contribute to conflict transformation and to reaching a
mutually acceptable accommodation by affecting the components of a conflict
for one or more sides. Thus, the actions members of one side take may reduce
members of the adversary’s sense of grievance; the actions may reduce the
xenophobic quality of the party’s collective identity; they may lessen the
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Table 2: Conflict Conditions and Destructiveness
Conditions
Identity

Grievance

Goals

Methods

Destructive
Exclusive of other
Ethno-nationalism
Defining self by
opposing other
Believe existence is
threatened
Feel humiliated by others
Regarded as in zero sum
conflict
Seeks destruction of other
Seeks revenge
Believe violence only
recourse
Indiscriminate violence
allowed

Constructive
Inclusive of other
Civic nationalism

Believe existence not
threatened
Issues appear negotiable
Regarded as in mixed-sum
conflict
Other side’s goal given
legitimacy
Believe noncoercive means
possible
Use of violence greatly
limited

exclusive nature of a party’s goals; and they may reduce a party’s reliance on
violence to achieve its goals. The effects may occur within the party that is the
recipient of the action, but, as discussed later, the action also may affect the
party undertaking the action.
The Israeli and Palestinian identities, grievances, goals, and means of
struggle have altered over the last half of the 20th century. The changes,
however, were not primarily the result of reconciliation efforts. They have
resulted in large degree from developments within each camp, from changing
relations between them, and from the international context. My interest here,
nevertheless, is on the possible contribution of reconciliation actions upon each
conflict component. Table 3 sets forth a wide array of reconciliation actions
and their possible effects. Clearly, neither side has taken many reconciliation
actions.
Identities
First, I consider whether the collective identities have changed in ways that
made their conflict less destructive. The identities of persons within each
collectivity became more differentiated, for example with increasing religious
and ethno-nationalist cleavages. On the Israeli side, differences about future
relations with the Palestinians were becoming polarized among peace

Table 3: Effects on Conflict Conditions by Reconciliation Actions
Effects on Conflict Conditions
Reconciliation Actions

Grievance

Goal

Method

Revise history
and self concept

Lower injury
Raise for others

More shared

Less purely coercive

More inclusive

Lower injury
Raise for others

More delimited
claims

Judicial, political alternatives

Includes sense of
responsibility

Mitigates past
More shared
grievance
Reduces humiliation

Considers others’
humanity

More overarching

Reduces fear

De-legitimize violence
Judicial procedures

More mutual
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Truths
Truth commission
Cultural media
Curricular material
Scholarship
Justice
Trials and punishment
Restitution
Future equity
End oppression
Peace demonstrations
Regard
Official apology
Group dialogue
Interpersonal forgiveness
Recognition
Security
Laws protecting rights
Autonomy
Rejection of violence
Peace demonstrations

Identity
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activists and their supporters, nationalist and religious activists striving for
Jewish dominion over more of Eretz Israel, and many other groupings in
between. On the Palestinian side, as the PLO moved to seeking an accommodation with Israel, differences increased with other organizations such as
Hamas and Islamic Jihad. Significantly, many members of each side came to
recognize that the other side was not homogenous in its opposition to them
and their goals.
The changes, however, came about largely as a consequence of contention
rather than by acts of reconciliation. Furthermore, the basic nature of each
group’s identity has not been transformed radically, and their narratives have
remained intact. The changes may have been adequate to enable the DOP to be
reached and to be politically supported initially in each camp. However, they
were not adequate for the end of conflict proposal suggested at Camp David II
to be credible and acceptable for Arafat and his negotiation team.
Indeed, the reconciliatory actions that had been taken even may have had
negative effects on each side’s self identity. As suggested by attribution theory,
each side may regard its recognition of the other as an indication of its own
inherent goodness, but any worthy actions of the other side are regarded as
compelled by circumstances. Each side can feel virtuous and can regard the
other as begrudgingly yielding to pressure to concede recognition.
Another possible counterproductive effect may be associated with the
internal differentiation within Israel. Their political opponents often denounced
peace movement activists and even Labor party leaders as traitors, seeking to
intimidate and to marginalize them. Survey data indicate that the ‘‘universalistic, liberal approach that underlies the reconciliation endeavor has been
rejected in particular by the Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox sectors, as well as by
the vast majority of Israeli of Mizrahi (Middle Eastern) origin, the younger age
cohorts, and by those of low income and education.’’34
Dissonance theory suggests a possible reinforcing effect.35 Having taken
certain actions, such as recognizing the other side’s legitimacy, people on each
side tended to align their attitudes to be consistent with their conduct. Thus,
after negotiations had begun and prior to the second Intifada, about 70 percent
of Israeli Jews had come to expect that a Palestinian state would be established,
and about 55 percent believed that was morally justified.36
Furthermore, some Jews and some Palestinians probably came to view the
other camp as more accommodative than they had previously viewed them to
be once the act of recognition had been made. This may have contributed
to their being more accommodating. However, it also may have contributed to
some misunderstandings, including underestimating the magnitude of the differences between the two sides about the terms of an acceptable settlement.
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Grievances
The grievances of each side also declined, particularly due to signing of the
DOP. For the Palestinian Arabs, the defeat of the neighboring Arab countries in
1967 and the subsequent Israeli occupation and establishment of Jewish settlements had exacerbated their prior grievances. Palestinian grievances were
alleviated only somewhat by the 1993 recognition by Israel of their existence as
a people and the subsequent development of the PA and its control within
portions of the West Bank. Many other grievances remained, however, and
some rose in salience, such as the poor economic conditions in the West Bank
and Gaza.
For the Jews of Israel, some grievances were reduced, such as the growing
acceptance of a Jewish state in the region as evidenced by the 1979 peace treaty
with Egypt. The threat that a Palestinian state might pose seemed lessened by
some Palestinian gestures. The DOP agreement in 1993 and the 1994 peace
treaty with Jordan promised the possibility of a significantly reduced existential
threat. Recurrent violent attacks on Jews, however, evoked issues of personal
and collective security.
On the whole, each side in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict continued to
regard themselves as victims. The Palestinians had experienced a disaster by the
establishment of Israel, and for many their losses had not been overcome
adequately. Israeli Jews had faced the rejection and assault on their presence as
a Jewish state in the region, and by the actions of some Arabs and important
Arab states this rejection continued.
Goals
The goals of each side had been modified sufficiently to make the DOP possible.
The mainstream Palestinian organizations, led by Arafat, had come to accept
the division of British-mandated Palestine and the establishment of a small
Palestinian state alongside Israel. Most Israelis had come to believe that their
democratic and Jewish way of life could be secured best if they did not rule over
or incorporate all the land and people of Palestine in Israel and therefore would
withdraw from most of the Palestinian territory occupied after the 1967 war.
Goals about other matters, however, pertaining to the status of Jerusalem, the
right of return of Palestinian refugees, and the Jewish settlements established
beyond the 1967 armistice lines demarking Israel, were not transformed, so
they rose in prominence.
Goals were modified not because of major reconciliation actions leading
up to the signing of the DOP or in the course of its implementation but because
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the most desired ones were impossible to attain. No shift toward more shared
goals, aside from separation, occurred. There was no sentiment among Israeli
Jews to abandon Zionism. Only marginal discussions had begun about Israel
after Zionist goals largely have been achieved.37 Post-Zionist Israel, predominantly Jewish in population, would retain Hebrew as its national language,
and Jewish culture, religion, and history largely would shape the country’s
institutions. In post-Zionist Israel, however, citizenship rights would be less
related to ethnicity, and the democracy would become more pluralistic.
The negotiations and the progress toward the establishment of two states
in what had been Palestine under the British mandate constituted some
movement toward reconciliation. Signs of mutual acceptance and minimal
regard between the leaders of the Palestinian Authority and of Israel became
visible.
In accord with dissonance theory, some people on each side may have
come to believe that the other side had changed its goals more than was the case
in order to be consistent with the actions they had taken in supporting the
negotiations. This may have contributed to the failure at Camp David II and to
the resulting shock. Thus, many Israelis had come to think Palestinians knew
and accepted the impossibility of Israel agreeing to an absolute right of return
for Palestinian refugees to the homes their families had left. This occurred
despite assertions by many Palestinians insisting on the right of return.
It is possible that peace movement activities, such as dialogue work, and
negotiations contributed to Palestinian expectations that their more ambitious
goals could be achieved if they held firm. In addition, United Nations (UN)
General Assembly resolutions supporting their goals and international support
for the legitimacy of their claims reduced the need to be responsive to Israeli
concerns and goals.
What became evident during the Camp David II negotiations was that the
goals of the adversaries remained very different. Seemingly incompatible goals
became evident: They pertained to which group would be sovereign over
which parts of Jerusalem; what recourse Palestinian refugees from the 1948
and 1967 wars would have; what the borders of the Palestinian state would be;
and what the future of Jewish settlers in the formerly occupied territories
would be.
Methods
Consistent with the small changes in objectives, the methods of struggle used by
each side also underwent some changes. The Oslo accords included foreswearing any resort to violence and gave greater emphasis to negotiations and
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to creating acceptable tradeoffs. In addition, they gave more reliance to efforts
at persuading the other side as well as to persuading other parties in the region
and the world as a whole. The Palestinians stressed arguments based on
international law, human rights, and UN General Assembly resolutions and
sought international support for their positions. The changes, however, were
tactical and superficial. Each side credited its past use of violence and coercion
as the cause of the other side’s concessions.38 The leaders and public on each
side certainly continued to honor and to celebrate their fighters who had died in
armed struggle.
On the Palestinian side, the Palestinian Center for the Study of Nonviolence headed by Mubarak Awad made efforts to foster reliance by nonviolent
means of struggle. Gene Sharp visited the region beginning even before the first
Intifada and discussed the uses of nonviolent actions with Palestinian and Israeli
officials. The efforts, however, did not receive support from the official
Palestinian leadership.39 The leaders did not interpret even the first Intifada,
with its large nonviolent components, to be a nonviolent strategy that was
effective.40 Furthermore, Israeli officials seemed fearful of the possible adoption
of a nonviolent strategy and suppressed it forcefully, channeling Palestinian
resistance into violent methods, which was easier to contain both in confrontations and in the court of public opinion.
Among Jewish Israelis, there was the high consensus that military strength,
skill, and the will to use them were essential in order to preserve their country.
That consensus was significantly broken by the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon in an effort to smash the PLO. Support for negotiating an accommodation with the Palestinians emerged among a major proportion of Israelis as a
result of many other developments.41 These included the changing international
context after the Cold War ended and the heightened United States and Arab
cooperation in response to the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. The Palestinians
themselves were influential by waging the first Intifada beginning in December
1987 and by moderating their goals.
When the negotiations failed, resort to violence was an obvious fall-back
strategy for both Jewish Israelis and for Arab Palestinians. Violence threatened
and exploded in September 2001. The violence of the other side justified each
side’s escalation of violence to defeat the other. The several efforts to establish
ceasefires failed as groups on each side sought to escalate the struggle they
previously thought would be necessary. Nevertheless, even then negotiations
continued, such as the meetings at Taba, Egypt, as late as January 2001. But
time had run out. On February 6, 2001, the Israeli electorate voted overwhelmingly against Barak and elected hard-line Likud leader Sharon as prime
minister.
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CONCLUSIONS

Making peace is a messy process. Each side in a large-scale conflict is usually a
diverse coalition consisting of contending groups competing with each other in
how to deal with the enemy. Thus, groups within the Palestinian camp,
including Islamic activists and pragmatists, vary in their demands and strategies
to achieve them. Groups also differ in the Israeli camp; they include religious
activists, nationalists, and peace activists.
Some groups within each camp have tried to undermine peace agreements
that are or that appear to be imminent. This has been true for some members of
Hamas and Islamic Jihad and of some extremist Jewish organizations. Many
persons in such groups tend to regard reconciliatory actions by the other side as
steps to an outcome they will not accept. If such groups were firmly dominant
in either camp, then reconciliatory actions would be ineffective. I do not think
that was the case in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict since at least the signing of
the DOP. With that signing, most Israelis recognized Arafat to be a partner for
peace, but the eruption of violence characterizing Intifada II resulted in a
profound shift in Israeli public opinion on that judgment.
Even for groups that are not essentially and enduringly hostile, reconciliatory actions can fail to move adversaries to a mutually acceptable agreement.
Members of one camp may perceive a reconciliation action by the other side as
a sign of weakness and as an opportunity to raise demands, resulting in an
escalated conflict. A reconciliation action also may be viewed as admitting the
illegitimacy of a prior position, which leads to a heightened level of demand and
to an escalated conflict.42
On the other hand, even small actions toward reconciliation may generate
increased trust and understanding and reciprocated actions. Furthermore, such
actions may produce commitments by those undertaking the acts and may help
transform the recipients in ways that are irreversible, generating further moves
at a later time. This may happen, for example, among the persons engaged in
actual negotiations or in joint peace affirming actions, but increased trust and
understanding require cumulative actions that are not undermined by powerful
contrary acts.
In the case of Israeli–Palestinian relations, there have been very few significant reconciliation actions by major leaders on either side. Indeed, some
important personages in each camp often have denounced reconciliation
actions that have been taken. Reconciliation actions at the nonofficial and
subelite level also have been sparse. This probably has contributed to the tough,
begrudging negotiations that occurred even after the breakthrough DOP
agreement. Perhaps a mutually negotiated exchange of statements expressing
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regrets about past events and conduct would have avoided the breakdown. It
may yet contribute to progress toward a new and more equitable and more
stable accommodation.43
The reconciliation moves that were taken, even in the course of the final
status negotiations, had limited credibility because of the context provided by
each side’s conduct. From the perspective of many Palestinians, although Barak
brought issues and possible solutions to the table that had not been done in
prior official negotiations, previous Israeli conduct and Barak’s own behavior
seemed to belie the offers. Palestinians experienced delays and incomplete
fulfillment of past agreements. During Barak’s time as prime minister, no
additional Israeli withdrawals from the West Bank occurred, although they had
been agreed to in the Wye agreement signed by Prime Minister Netanyahu in
October 1998.44 Furthermore, Israelis expanded Jewish settlements, built more
bypass roads, and demolished Palestinian homes.
From the Israeli perspective, Palestinians were unyielding in their demands,
threatening unilateral action such as a declaration of independence and most
significantly failing to work consistently to prevent violent attacks on Jews.
Furthermore, they had a larger number of armed police than had been agreed
upon, and the rhetoric against Jews and Zionism seemed unabated.
Most devastatingly for Jewish Israelis, what they regarded as extraordinarily large concessions that Barak proposed at Camp David II were deemed
inadequate by the Palestinians. The Israeli dismay, distrust, and anger greatly
increased with the outbreak and persistence of violence in Intifada II. Barak,
facing the collapse of his policy and government, tried violently to suppress the
resistance while at the same time attempted desperately to negotiate an end-ofconflict agreement. Both efforts failed.
The leaders of neither side planned the breakdown in the negotiations and
the subsequent eruption of intense violence and resulting warfare.45 Each
sought to retain political authority with their constituents and to gain a deal
with the other side that might sustain them, but the deal that each seemed to
proffer to the other was not deemed adequate.
Earlier, the conflict had been transformed sufficiently to allow the adversaries to begin negotiations and even to reach significant agreements. However,
the transformation was not sufficient to reach a more stable accommodation. A
fundamental transformation of the conflict to be less destructive must rest on
more substantial changes relating to justice, shared truth, mutual regard, and
mutual security. Those changes must occur at the elite levels but also to a
significant degree at all other levels of each society. They probably must rest on
other changes within each side, between them, and also in their sociopolitical
context.46
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Even without much reconciliation, however, and despite the present
violence and recriminations, there are signs that a conflict transformation yet
may be advanced and that a mutually acceptable accommodation is ultimately
attainable. Some Palestinians and Jewish Israelis are continuing dialogue work
and joint efforts to alleviate the harms of the ongoing violence. Some informal
explorations about ways to overcome the violent impasse are being made.
The breakdown in negotiations and the eruption of severe violence was
tragic, and the reversal in progress toward a constructive transformation of the
Palestinian–Israeli conflict was severe. Leaders on each side might have avoided
and better have contained those reversals. The accusations that each side makes
about the leaders on the other side actually have some merit, but the responses are
defensive and accusatory, ignoring the possible merit and the underlying anguish.
Responsibility, too, must be borne by external actors who encouraged
resort to Palestinian violence to win their objectives and did little to alleviate the
grievances experienced by Palestinians. Other external actors, supporting Israel,
did not encourage adequately responsiveness to Palestinian claims. In particular, external actors might have been more insistent that leaders on both sides
fully adhere to and implement the agreements reached in the Oslo peace process. External religious, intellectual, economic, and other nongovernmental
actors also were not engaged sufficiently in fostering reconciliatory actions by
Israelis and Palestinians.
While some people in the region can foresee no negotiated mutually
acceptable settlement, many see that there is no alternative. Undoubtedly, the
present violence and its legacies compound the difficulties of any steps toward
reconciliation and toward a constructive transformation of the conflict. Given
the recent experiences, members of each side are likely to fear that reconciliatory gestures will be misunderstood and will prove to be counterproductive.
For example, Israelis fear that to accept responsibility for creating Palestinian
refugees would delegitimize the state of Israel. Acceptance of some responsibility is more likely if Israelis are assured that the existence of the state of Israel
will not be jeopardized. Joint understandings, aided by mediation, are needed.
Under these circumstances, external interventions are particularly
important. External officials and nonofficials can help orchestrate synchronized
steps by adversaries that interrupt destructive escalations and help de-escalate a
conflict. They can help reframe the conflict, for example, by including additional negotiating partners so that new solutions become plausible. In this case,
that may be particularly true for issues relating to refugees and to Jerusalem.
Some conflict outcomes are unilaterally imposed by one side, as happened
after World War II; then reconciliation may follow. If the outcome of a
protracted conflict is to be negotiated, however, its quality will be improved
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when it is accompanied by some significant reconciliation. Moreover, the
reconciliation is more likely to be mutual than if one side is able essentially
to impose an accommodation on the other.
Elements of reconciliation go hand in hand with a nonimposed conflict
transformation. They depend upon conflict transformation and can contribute
to it. The independent effects of actions purporting to express reconciliation are
limited, however, particularly when a negotiated peace agreement has not been
concluded. In the Palestinian–Israeli case, reconciliation actions flowed from
changes within each side as members assessed the external reality. Neither side’s
reconciliation acts were of a magnitude sufficient to influence the other camp
directly and substantially. Actions that contribute to reconciliation must be
carried out consistently and mutually in order to be convincing and to minimize
misunderstandings and thus to avoid being counterproductive.
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